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Disappointing survival rates?  Time to try BAMBANKER

BAMBANKER™ is a unique, patented formulation of serum-free cell freezing 
medium, optimised to give excellent cell recovery following cryogenic storage. 
Developed by Lymphotec Inc, BAMBANKER cell freezing media was designed 
to preserve even delicate cells, including lymphocytes during medium and long 
term ultra low temperature storage at -80 C or in liquid nitrogen.  

BAMBANKER freezing media has 
been tested with established cell 
lines, primaries and stem cells 
demonstrating excellent survival 
rates. 

Ready-to-use, BAMBANKER cell 
freezing media requires no dilution 
or addition of (DMSO/glycerol)  
prior to use.   

Best of all, there is no need for  
step-wise temperature reductions  
or programmable freezers. 

1. Collect

Harvest cells during 
the logarithmic growth 
phase and collect by 
centrifugation.

2. Resuspend

Aspirate growth media 
and resuspend 5 x 105 
- 1 x 107 cells in 1ml of 
BAMBANKER.

1. Freeze

Transfer to cryogenic 
vials for storage and 
freeze directly at -80 C.

Before freezing 3 days post-thawing

HeLaS3 Cells Preserved with BAMBANKER
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Disappointing Survival rates? Time to try BAMBANKER

BAMBANKER cell freezing media has been tested with numerous cell types and 
shown to deliver excellent cell recovery rates.

Cryopreservation tests with human gastric epithelial cells, PC12 (rat-derived 
pheochromocytoma) cell line, activated human γδT Cells and Monkey B Cell 
lines show improved cell survival using BAMBANKER cell freezing media when 
compared to another serum-free media.

BAMBANKER cell freezing media is available in two pack sizes to suit different usage 
patterns.  For high volume users storing large batches of cells we recommend the 
120ml pack size.  Alternatively the pack of 5 smaller 20ml vials is ideal for individual 
use.  To minimise cross contamination of cultures or culture facilities, separate vials 
could also be dedicated for use with specific cell lines or culture areas.

Used with numerous cells including: 
A431 (epidermoid carcinoma calls), PAC2 (zebrafish fibroblast cells), 
MTPa (mammary adenocarcinoma calls), AB9 (zebrafish caudal 
fin cells), Ins-1 (murine insulinoma cells), P388D1 (macrophages), 
M3CT3-E1 (osteoblast-like cell line), MG6 (mouse microglia cells), 
MCF7 (breast cancer cells), MDCK (madin-Darby canine kidney cells) 
primary cells from liver tissue and more!

Cell Freezing Media for Cryopreservation

Cat. No. Description Pack Size

302-14681 Bambanker Cell Freezing Media 1 x 120ml

306-14684 Bambanker Cell Freezing Media 5 x 20ml

Also tested with Daudi (human 
B cell line), P3U1 (mouse 
myeloma cell line), K5625 
(human leukaemia cell line), 
OKT4 (mouse hybridoma), 
activated lymphocytes derived 
from human peripheral blood 
and activated lymphocytes 
from mouse spleen.

www.alphalabs.co.uk/bambanker

■ Ready-to-use

■ Freeze & store at -80 C

■ Quality assured*

*A stringent quality assurance 
programme ensures protection for 
your precious cell cultures with 
sterility, endotoxin, mycoplasma, fungi 
and bacteria testing on every batch. 


